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Abstract
Automatic Arabic diacritization is useful in many applications,
ranging from reading support for language learners to accurate
pronunciation predictor for downstream tasks like speech syn-
thesis. While most of the previous works focused on models
that operate on raw non-diacritized text, production systems can
gain accuracy by first letting humans partly annotate ambiguous
words. In this paper, we propose 2SDiac, a multi-source model
that can effectively support optional diacritics in input to inform
all predictions. We also introduce Guided Learning, a training
scheme to leverage given diacritics in input with different lev-
els of random masking. We show that the provided hints during
test affect more output positions than those annotated. More-
over, experiments on two common benchmarks show that our
approach i) greatly outperforms the baseline also when eval-
uated on non-diacritized text; and ii) achieves state-of-the-art
results while reducing the parameter count by over 60%.
Index Terms: Arabic text diacritization, partially-diacritized
text, Arabic natural language processing

1. Introduction
In Arabic, each written word form can represent up to dozens
of pronounced words with different meanings because only con-
sonants and long vowels are written. To determine pronuncia-
tion and disambiguate words, the text is annotated via secondary
characters known as diacritics, which correspond to phonolog-
ical information. Diacritics can significantly affect the meaning
of sentences, and they are important for better readability and
downstream tasks like automatic speech recognition [1], text-
to-speech (TTS) [2], which in turn is important for automatic
dubbing [3]. Native speakers find it more natural to read with-
out diacritics, and almost all available modern standard Ara-
bic (MSA) texts are not annotated with diacritics. Diacritics
are generally present only in religious texts (notably the Holy
Quran) or children’s books, both requiring a high pronunciation
precision. The generalized absence of diacritics from text poses
a challenge to Arabic natural language processing (NLP).

Arabic text diacritization is the task of recovering missing
diacritics in text. As such, the input is non-diacritized text, and
the output is the text augmented with diacritics. In some cases,
Arabic texts can come with a small portion of diacritical hints to
disambiguate words. And, a partial diacritization of the text can
improve the reading and typing speeds of humans [4]. More-
over, depending on the business applications, a limited human
effort to add some manual diacritics can help improve the auto-
matic diacritization quality while keeping the overall costs rel-
atively low. With the goal of building high-quality systems that
can further leverage partially-diacritized input for higher accu-
racy, in this paper we introduce:

1. 2SDiac (2-Source Diacritizer), a bi-source model that takes
Arabic text at character level as one source, and the corre-
sponding optional diacritics as the second source.

2. Guided Learning, a training scheme for 2SDiac inspired
by noisy auto-encoding for training with partially-diacritized
text in the input.

2SDiac is based on a simple design, is parameter efficient,
and is trained only on the diacritization task. On the com-
mon Tashkeela and ATB benchmarks, 2SDiac greatly outper-
forms single-source baseline models when no diacritics are pro-
vided. Furthermore, 2SDiac’s results are similar to state-of-the-
art models (with >13M to >800M parameters), while having a
fraction of their parameters (4.9M).

2. Related Work
Early approaches have been fully based on linguistic rules with
morphological analyzers as their main component [5, 6]. Re-
search has then shifted to rely more on statistical methods
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11], particularly neural networks, which are state-
of-the-art due to their capability to learn contextual knowledge.

Recurrent long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [12]
have been proven to be suitable tools for learning the task
entirely from data without using manually designed features
[13, 14, 15]. Their combination with conditional random field
(CRF) and the extension to sequence-to-sequence modeling
[16] help the model performance [17, 18]. [19] uses large
self-attention models [20] with BERT-like pretraining where
the model incorporates additional auto-generated knowledge in-
stances. The idea of a multi-source model is orthogonal to this,
and our experiments show that neither a large model nor large
data are fundamental for the benchmarks.

Other works have shown the benefits of jointly modeling
lexicalized and non-lexicalized morphological features. [21,
22, 23] use additional hand-crafted features likes lemmas and
part-of-speech tags to improve diacritization. Being dependent
on morphological features, on one hand, these approaches are
limited by available resources that provide additional features.
On the other hand, such knowledge sources can be inaccurate.
[24] tackles the data sparsity problem of Arabic diacritization
texts by using additional bilingual texts and employing a word-
level multi-task setup to diacritize and translate using large self-
attention models. In contrast, our approach requires no addi-
tional data and leads to a compact and data-efficient model.

[25] propose an attention-based [26] model with hierarchi-
cal encoders. Their architecture combines word- and character-
level encoders and an autoregressive decoder. With similar mo-
tivations to ours, they suggest applying diacritical hints in the
input by forcing the model predictions and feeding them back
to the model. Our approach differs from this as the hints af-
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fect all the internal model representations starting from the first
layer, and not only the decoder by forcing output predictions.

Other works address the diacritization task by selectively
restoring a group of diacritics required for specific purposes
[27, 4]. Such studies limit the number of needed diacritics by
definition of half, partial, or minimal diacritization on the out-
put. These studies are orthogonal to ours, as we are interested in
partial diacritics in input rather than as task objective. A survey
of Arabic text diacritization methods can be found in [28].

3. Proposed Approach
In order to automatically restore diacritics, we aim to have small
yet powerful models, so to minimize their computational over-
head in processing pipelines. We treat the diacritization prob-
lem as a classification task and use both bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM) and self-attention networks [20].

3.1. Baseline

The input to the model is a sequence of Arabic characters, and
the model prediction is diacritics per position. Formally, let us
assume an input sequence of Arabic non-diacriticized charac-
ters cN1 = c1, . . . , cN and an output sequence of diacritic marks
yN
1 = y1, . . . , yN of the same length. Each yi can represent 0,

1, or 2 diacritic marks assigned to a character. The model is
non-autoregressive, which assumes the output predictions are
independent of each other:

yi = argmaxj∈C{P (ỹij |c1, . . . , cN )}

where C is a set of diacritic classes of size 15 as in [17] and ỹij
is the candidate diacritic j for position i.

The character sequence is converted in an embedding ten-
sor and then fed to stacked BiLSTM or self-attention layers,
followed by a linear layer and softmax to compute a probability
distribution over the 15 output classes.

3.2. Autoregressive

The independence assumption made for the baseline can result
in subpar predictions. We therefore experiment with a network
architecture that adds a 1-layer autoregressive decoder that takes
as input the output from the previous layer and the diacritic em-
bedding of the last prediction. The diacritics embedding is a
new additional matrix. The model is now

yi = SEARCHj∈C{P (ỹij |yi−1; c1, . . . , cN )}

enabling the use of beam search. When adding autoregression,
we want to keep the network comparable in size with the base-
line, thus our autoregressive layer is an extension of the existing
output linear layer, which now takes as input the concatenation
of the two aforementioned input tensors and produces the un-
normalized probabilities for the output classes.

3.3. Partially-Diacritized Input

We design our model, which we call 2SDiac, to leverage di-
acritics from the input text for influencing the model’s inter-
nal representations and their consequent outputs. An additional
design objective is to keep the input length equal to the num-
ber of characters, thus having a 1-to-1 mapping between the
input and output sequence positions. The second design goal
prevents us from adding the diacritics in the character input se-
quence. Thus, we propose a multi-source model with characters

and diacritics as two source sequences of the same length. Let
cN1 = c1, . . . , cN be the character sequence without diacritics
as in §3.1, and dN1 = d1, . . . , dN be a sequence of diacritics
that include a <blank> symbol which represents the absence
of a diacritic symbol and has not to be confused with the Ara-
bic diacritic symbol Sukun. Then, 2SDiac is trained to predict
yN
1 = y1, . . . , yN , where yi = di for di ̸= <blank>.

The two input sequences are used to index two different
embedding matrices. The two embedding sequences are then
summed element-wise to produce a final embedding sequence
that is input to the BiLSTM or self-attention model. With this
formulation, the diacritic source can model any sequence of di-
acritics, or no diacritics, in input. When no diacritics are pro-
vided, the diacritics sequence consists only of <blank>, and
the model is conceptually equivalent to the baseline, except for
a fixed bias tensor.

Given the additional source sequence in 2SDiac, it has to
be trained with diacritical hints in input, whereas the baseline
is trained only with plain text. We propose a training scheme,
called Guided Learning, which is inspired by noisy autoen-
coders and masked language model [29], extended to our multi-
source case. It consists in copying the reference diacritics into
the input sequence and then masking some of the provided di-
acritics with a masking factor λ ∈ [0, 1] to randomly replace
a percentage of diacritics with the <blank> symbol, which in
practice removes the diacritic hints. E.g., λ = 0.3 means 30%
of diacritics are removed from the input. Analogously, λ = 1.0
has no diacritics at all, and λ = 0.0 represents an input with all
reference diacritics also provided as a hint to the system.

We precompute different versions of the input with λ =
0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0 and shuffle all of them during training. We
do this for the training and the dev set. The model is in practice
trained on tasks with different difficulties, ranging from diacritic
restoration of raw text only, to diacritics copy where the charac-
ters are supposedly ignored, and all the tasks in between. In our
experiments, we set λ = 1 during testing for a fair comparison
with others, where not otherwise specified.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

We use two benchmark datasets. The first one is the publicly
available Tashkeela corpus [30] consisting of different domains
from articles, news, speeches, and school lessons. We use the
filtered version of it by [14] where the data has been cleaned,
and a portion of it with high coverage of diacritics has been se-
lected. This data has been randomly divided into training (50k
sentences), development (2.5k sentences), and test set (2.5k sen-
tences) and is considered as a standard benchmark for the Ara-
bic text diacritization task used in numerous publications. The
second benchmark is the LDC Arabic Treebanks (ATB) cor-
pus which consists of newswire stories. We follow the same
data split as introduced in [31] and used in other studies. The
data consists of ATB part 1 v4.1 (LDC2010T13), part 2 v3.1
(LDC2011T09), and part 3 v3.2 (LDC2010T08) split into the
training (15.8k sentences), development (1.9k sentences), and
test (1.9k sentences) sets. All text is tokenized using the Moses
toolkit [32]. We remove the “dagger Alif” symbol from the text
as it rarely occurs in MSA. We also consider the “Alif” with
“Maddah” as a letter together without diacritics.

We also evaluate on the freely available WikiNews test set1

[10], and provide the first results on it with models trained only

1https://github.com/kdarwish/Farasa
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Table 1: DER
[%]

and WER
[%]

of the systems (trained only on the Tashkeela train set) on the Tashkeela test.

nr. system
including “no diacritic” excluding “no diacritic” #

w/ case ending w/o case ending w/ case ending w/o case ending params
DER WER DER WER DER WER DER WER (M)

1 BiLSTM [14] 3.7 11.2 2.9 6.5 4.4 10.9 3.3 6.4 -
2 BiLSTM + CRF [17] 2.6 7.7 2.1 4.6 3.0 7.4 2.4 4.4 -
3 self-attention + Bert-like [19] 1.9 5.5 1.6 3.6 - - - - 847
4 hierarchical BiLSTM (D3) [25] 1.8 5.3 1.5 3.1 2.1 5.1 1.7 3.0 13.4+
5 BiLSTM 3.2 9.3 2.7 5.9 3.7 9.0 3.1 5.7 4.0
6 + autoregressive 3.1 8.8 2.6 5.5 3.6 8.5 3.0 5.4 4.3
7 BiLSTM 2SDiac 2.0 5.9 1.7 3.6 2.4 5.7 1.9 3.5 4.0
8 + autoregressive 2.0 5.8 1.8 3.5 2.3 5.5 1.9 3.4 4.3
9 self-attention 2.9 8.4 2.3 4.8 3.3 8.1 2.6 4.7 4.8
10 + autoregressive 2.4 7.0 1.9 4.1 2.7 6.8 2.2 4.0 4.9
11 self-attention 2SDiac 2.0 5.7 1.6 3.3 2.3 5.5 1.8 3.3 4.8
12 + autoregressive 1.9 5.6 1.5 3.2 2.2 5.3 1.8 3.2 4.9

on public data (Tashkeela). We clean WikiNews by removing
blank lines, hyphens, and Latin quotation marks.

4.2. Evaluation

For Tashkeela and WikiNews evaluation, we follow the work by
[14] and the provided evaluation script and report diacritization
error rate (DER) and word error rate (WER) excluding numbers
and punctuation. Following the work by [33], we also report
the results with/without case ending, and with/without the “no
diacritic” class. For comparison with previous works on ATB,
we use a different scheme to compute WER and DER where
numbers and punctuation are also taken into account [33, 19].

4.3. Training Setups

The embedding size for all models is 128. The BiLSTM net-
works have 3 layers with 256 units per direction on top of char-
acter embeddings. The final linear projection maps from size
512 to 15 output classes. The BiLSTM models are trained for
25 epochs using Adam [34] with a learning rate of 0.001, decay
factor of 0.7, dropout of 0.2. The batch size is 120k charac-
ters for the non-autoregressive models and 100k for the autore-
gressive models. The self-attention networks follow the Trans-
former encoder [20] and have 6 layers of size 256, 4 attention
heads per layer, and feed-forward layers consisting of 2 projec-
tions separated by ReLu with the hidden size 1024. They are
trained for 50 epochs using a decay factor of 0.9 where we wait
for 3 epochs to reduce the learning rate. The softmax layer ap-
plies a dropout of 0.3 while all other layers use 0.1. The batch
size is set to 10k. The beam size is 5 for the autoregressive
models. The dev sets are used for hyperparameter tuning and
checkpoint selection. The BiLSTM and self-attention 2SDiac
models are trained in about 14h and 22h on a single RTX 2080
GPU, respectively. The code and the configurations of our se-
tups using RETURNN [35] are available online2.

5. Results & Analysis
Table 1 shows the performance of our models on the Tashkeela
benchmark. By comparing lines 5 and 9, we see that the self-
attention baseline outperforms slightly but consistently the BiL-
STM baseline, and it has 0.8M parameters more. Lines 6 and
10 show that the autoregressive models are consistently better

2https://github.com/apptek/ArabicDiacritizationInterspeech2023

than their non-autoregressive counterparts, with a larger gain on
the self-attention case. However, they are far behind the state-
of-the-art models in lines 3-4. The BiLSTM and self-attention
2SDiac models outperform the respective baselines by a large
margin in all metrics, e.g. by 36.6% and 32.1% relative WER in
the “no diacritics” with case ending evaluation. Autoregressive
2SDiac is only slightly better, with improvements of 0.0-0.2%.
Since the autoregressive decoder is simply a single linear layer,
the slight improvements are not obvious and we consider the
autoregressive modeling more accurate for this task.

Comparing the results with the state of the art listed in the
first block of the table, the best 2SDiac model is mostly on
par with [19] that uses a large version of n-gram-aware BERT
model, called ZEN 2.0 [36], pretrained on a huge amount of
monolingual data and has more than 800M parameters. The
best results published for Tashkeela, to the best of our knowl-
edge, are from the D3 model proposed by [25]. It is an autore-
gressive sequence-to-sequence model with hierarchical encoder
trained in 2 stages with ad-hoc losses. The parameter count of
13.4M is provided in the paper only for the D2 model, which
lacks the decoder side, so the actual size is more than that. De-
spite the size difference and the simplicity of our training, the
best 2SDiac is only 0.1 absolute WER and DER worse in most
metrics, and 0.2 WER in excluding “no diacritics”.

Table 2 shows the performance of our self-attention 2SDiac
autoregressive model on the ATB task, along with the most re-
cent work from the literature. 2SDiac achieves 3.3% WER on
the test set when no case ending is included, a 31% relative
improvement over the previous best result from [24], which
trained a multitask model for diacritization and translation with
a large quantity of bitext Ar↔En data. Their model is based on
a big transformer encoder-decoder architecture of 6 layers and
large layer sizes, resulting in hundreds of millions of param-
eters. This contrasts with our architecture with less than 5M
parameters which is trained fast on a single GPU, requires low
computational resources during inference and has low latency,
which is a critical factor for real-time applications. Compared
to [22] that utilizes additional morphological features, 2SDiac
achieves slightly better results.

We also evaluate our 2SDiac from line 12 in Table 1 on the
unseen test set of WikiNews (see Table 3), with a different do-
main. Since this is the first work evaluating on WikiNews with
a model trained only on public training data, no fair comparison
with previous works is possible. Despite the high WER num-
bers due to cross-domain testing, we observe again that 2SDiac
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Table 2: DER
[%]

and WER
[%]

of the systems (trained only on the
ATB train set) on the ATB test.

system
including “no diacritic”

w/ case ending w/o case ending
DER WER DER WER

multi-task + features [22] 2.5 7.5 - -
multi-task + bitext [24] 3.6 - 1.7 4.8
2SDiac 2.3 7.2 1.6 3.3
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Figure 1: WER
[%]

(including “no diacritic”) of partially-
diacritized input with different λ, ranged from 0.0 to 1.0.

is much better than the single-source model under all metrics.

5.1. Partially-Diacritized Text

Figure 1 shows the results in WER including “no diacritic”
against different values of λ from 0.0 to 1.0. In this experiment,
the model (nr. 12 in Table 1) trained using the 11 masking fac-
tors from 0.0 to 1.0, is evaluated on different levels of masking
factors applied to the test set. According to the figure, as the
masking factor increases from 0.0 (i.e. keeping all diacritics in
the input) to 1.0 (i.e., removing all diacritics), the WER results
go up from almost 0 to the values indicated in Table 1. In par-
ticular, the error rates go up from 0.06% to 5.6% with the case
ending and from 0.03% to 3.2% without case ending, respec-
tively, when changing λ in the [0.0, 1.0] interval. The dashed
line illustrates the theoretical improvement when the provided
hints and the model errors are both i.i.d., which would have
a linear improvement proportional to the masking factor. The
red curve representing 2SDiac performance is clearly below the
dashed line, showing that the model can use the hints to make
better predictions for other positions.

5.2. User Experience

One important factor in production systems is user experience.
The model has been designed and trained to copy the provided
hints. We then expect it to keep this behavior during test and
“trust” the input information by generating output accordingly.
This is coherent with the principle of least surprise3. However,
when user-provided hints are not coherent with the training vo-
cabulary, the model may ignore them to produce instead an in-
vocabulary word. In the next experiment, we want to measure
the percentage of copy when the model is provided with random
hints in input, and its robustness to introduced errors by measur-

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle of least astonishment

Table 3: DER
[%]

and WER
[%]

of the systems (trained only on
Tashkeela due to its data quality) on the WikiNews test.

system
including “no diacritic”

w/ case ending w/o case ending
DER WER DER WER

self-attention 13.2 38.6 11.0 26.3
2SDiac 11.6 33.2 9.9 22.7

system
excluding “no diacritic”

w/ case ending w/o case ending
DER WER DER WER

self-attention 15.5 37.9 12.8 26.0
2SDiac 13.2 32.2 11.1 22.1

ing the corresponding DER. We prepare the Tashkeela test set
by randomly adding hints in the input from the 8 main Arabic
diacritics. The level of inserted noise can vary in the [0.0, 1.0]
interval. We compute the document-level copy percentage as a
ratio of the number of copied diacritics over the total number of
randomly inserted diacritics. We observe copy percentages of
78.4% to 84.7% when increasing the noise from 10% to 40%.
The DER changes rapidly from 11.5% to 40.7%, following the
noise ratio more than the copy ratio, further proving the model
sensitivity to the user-provided hints.

5.3. Discussion

The results in this study are mainly limited by the size and do-
mains of the available datasets. Yet, within the limits of the
study, training with diacritics in input resulted to be surpris-
ingly effective for improving models’ quality. 2SDiac without
Guided Learning theoretically and practically identical to the
baseline (not shown), but together they produce a state-of-the-
art model. According to our observation, Guided Learning also
helps with limited masking range, but it is recommended to add
all variants for better generalization. The learning curves show
better training and dev metrics throughout the entire training
process, suggesting that it represents a better modeling for the
data and not only better regularization. The generality of this
approach on larger and more diverse data should be validated
in future work, but the present results show that simple models
can be very competitive in the diacritization task.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we have presented a new model that supports
partially-diacritized text as input motivated by the practical rea-
son of leveraging existing diacritic marks in texts as hints for
better model prediction. The proposed 2SDiac model provides
a large performance gain over single-sourced recurrent and self-
attention models (relative improvement of about 36% in WER),
as well as achieving state-of-the-art results on the Tashkeela and
ATB test sets, while having a fraction of the parameters of the
compared models and a simple design. Our approach is orthog-
onal to other methods in the literature, and as a future work we
are interested in how it combines with other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches and other Arabic NLP tasks.
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